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ABSTRACT

Knowledge of the International Phonetic Alphabet and its influence for a suitable
pronunciation of consonants

The current study pretends to give a general explanation of the importance of using the IPA,

which is quite unknown by English teachers of our province, and the whole country. It can

be said that it happens even in any culture where English pronunciation is a well discussed

issue. Many teachers neglected the knowledge of the existence of a guide for them to be

able to pronounce words; that means that many representations of phonemes are letter-like

symbols, which represent a grapheme. There are 24 consonants symbols. From this total,

eight symbols are not letter-like. Four digraphs do not have any similarity as the other letters

do. The author has separated these eight phonemes and has given some examples, and

individual explanation of utterance, in order to help learners, how to pronounce, related with

Spanish sounds. The document has detailed as well, a chart with some articulation points

and the manner consonants should be articulated, and their classification as voiced and

voiceless categories. In case a user of the language does not get accuracy in their utterance,

then intelligibility is a good way to be heard, provided that communication goes through.

Key words: Phoneme, grapheme, digraph, symbols, utterances, intelligibility
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INTRODUCTION

Many students have struggle to understand isolated words pronounce in English,

however, the guidance learners received was not properly vocalized by the pattern they

have in the classroom; their teacher.

A question may rise. Do English teachers have any idea of there is way for them to

utter words better? By knowing how he can produce sounds quite similar as native speakers

do. This is the International Phonetic Alphabet, which if the teacher wants, can become in

his best friend to pronounce accurately.

The first thing teacher should do is to discriminate sounds, they are heard different

than the words that are written. This is the goal. “Phonemic categories, once acquired, have

an influence on the perception of speech sounds. Although adults can easily perceive acoustic

distinctions that differentiate the categories of their own language, they often have difficulty

perceiving non-native phoneme contrasts” (Gerken, 2000)

How the lack of phonetic alphabet knowledge do not let teacher improve their

teaching pronunciation of the English language.

DEVELOPMENT

Pronunciation and phonetic

Not many people know that there is a branch of linguistic called ‘Phonetics? Some English

teachers do not like to talk about this issue, because wherever they are, they will always be involved

with utterance of English. This is because as they were learning English they did not have much

exposure to the language. However, they need to meet the standards of Phonetics.

Mi-Young Jung quoted Yeo & Park(2006) and said “noted that teaching English

pronunciation is enhanced when students learn through various interesting activities suited

to their learning levels: songs, chants, rhymes, stress move, ask and answer, back-chain

information gap” (Jung, 2010)
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Teachers must be phonetician, because as they teach, they will be producing

sounds, either as coding or decoding messages. Students love asking on how one word is

pronounced, so teachers cannot avoid them. The teacher then has two options either to

guess the utterance or to lie; there is no way to reject questions of this kind.

It is not require for teachers nor for students to master each consonant phoneme,

because most of the letters (graphemes) have a similar phoneme, it is then advisory to make

teachers notice that there exist something called vocal organs and that there is always a

way to produce and imitate these sounds with these organs, eg. tongue, teeth, palate, nose.

They gather to make any kind of sounds, either voiced or voiceless. Of course that there are

utterances Spanish speakers are not familiarized with, however with a good practice of it,

the battle can be won.

It is important to remark what Shankweiler and Studdert-Kennedy states on

a research done on speech perception of sounds. They quoted that speech and non-speech

are presented primarily in different places of the brain support the hypothesis that if a

different digit arrives at each ear at the same time, listener retain digits presented to the right

ear more accurately than those presented to the left (Studdert-Kennedy, 2007)

The use of phonetic transcription is then a very useful tool to make students aware

of how sounds are produced since most of them have the same figure. Let us see this chart:

b
/b/

d
/d/

F

/f/

g

/g/

h

/h/

d
/d

j
/dʒ/

k

/k/

l

/l/

m

/m/

n

/n/

p

/p/

r

/r/

s

/s/

t

/t/

V

/v/

w

/w/

y

/j/

z

/z/

As it can be seen, only 18 letters out of 26 have a phoneme which represents them,

‘c , q’ and x’ are represented by the phoneme /k/ which is similar to the letter k. so, this
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phoneme represents four letters. On the other hand, there are some phonemes which are

not in the chart. Most of them are digraphs. For example:

th

/θ/

th

/ð/

ng

/ŋ/

ch

/tʃ/

sh

/ʃ/

s/g

/ʒ/

Let us take away two phonemes from the chart one, i.e. /dʒ/ and /j/ then, there are

eight consonants phonemes that teachers do not recognize because they are made for

graphemes of the alphabet. It means that whenever learners see these phonemes, they

would never relate to the letters they represent. “Phonemes that can alternate in this way are

arguably more closely related to each other that to other phonemes” (Kjellmer, 2010)

The story of the Phonetic Alphabet

The International Phonetic Association was founded in 1886, it is widely known by

its abbreviated form as IPA, which can be used to show the pronunciation in English

monolingual dictionaries. “The IPA consists of a universal set of symbols representing

distinctive sounds of the world’s languages, and is used to show pronunciation in many

dictionaries” (Nakai Satsuki, 2016)

The alphabet is used for the most important German European, Spanish, English,

Russian, French languages, etc. It has had to adapt sometimes with great difficulty, to

different languages, their sounds to phonemes. In this case we will refer only to the case of

English. This language has 12 vowel phonemes pure, but only has 5 letters to deal with.

“The phoneme is not perceived directly from perceptual memory, but it is inferred from the

identification of the syllable or word” (Manning, 2007)

The group of phonetic symbols represents the sounds of all languages. For each

language a particular sub group of available signs must be used by all of those who are

learning English
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Bi-

Labial

Labio

dental

Dental Al-

Veolar

Palato

aveolar

Palatal Velar glotal

Plosives p   b t   d k  g

Affricate tʃ dʒ h

Nasal m N ŋ

Lateral L

Fricative f   v θ ð s   z ʃ ʒ

Aproximant (w) r J W

The chart shows the 24 consonants that the English language uses. Teachers just

recognize 18 and make assumptions that they are the same as letters; it needs to be taught

that all the phonemes or symbols within the chart are representations or sounds of each

consonant of the alphabet.

The consonants.

Consonants are pronounced by using the speech organs of our mouth which are

uttered when we speak, they are sounds that are produced by an obstruction of air stream

in the vocal tract, and some consonants are whispered. They can be either voiced or

unvoiced. For example, the articulation of /θ/ and /ð/ are quite the same, the difference relies

in that the former is voiceless and the latter is voiced. The distinctive characteristics of

consonants can be treated by the manner of articulation and the place of articulation.

As regards the consonants, the combinations of which are more varied than those of

the vowels, they can, following this procedure, be classified according to their

occurrence in initial and/or final position, their occurrence in clusters initially and/or

finally, and according to their position as first or second term in these clusters (Vogt,

2015)
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Place of articulation

The place of articulation refers to the movements of the articulators:

Bilabial.- A bilabial sound is made by closing the lips at some point in  the production of the

sound, e.g. /p/ , /b/ and m. if lips are rounded, the consonant /w/ is also bilabial.

Labiodental.- Labiodental are sounds made with the upper teeth resting lightly on the lower

lip, e.g. /f/ and /v/

Dental.- The tongue tip is used either between the teeth or close to upper teeth, e.g.     / θ/

and / ð/

Alveolar.- They are sounds made with the highest part of the tongue touching or

approaching the alveolar ridge, which is the rough ridge on the hard palate, just behind the

upper teeth, e.g. /t/ and /s/

Palato-alveolar.- The tongue tip or blade approaching is used just behind the alveolar ridge,

e.g. / tʃ/ and /dʒ/

Palatal.- Palatals are sounds made with the front of the tongue is raised close to the palate.

The front palatal vowels are usually called simply front vowels, and the central palatals,

central vowels, e.g. /j/

Velar.- It sound is made with the back of the tongue is used against the soft palate, e.g. /k/

and /ŋ/
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Glottal.- Glottal sounds are made with the glottis closed or almost closed and the gap

between the vocal cords is used to make audible friction, e.g. /h/

Manner of articulation.

Plosive, also called stop, because a closure is made in the vocal tract with a raise of at the

soft palate, which involves the closure of the nasal passages at the rear with the velum. A

plosion is produced by the explosion of the compressed air through the mouth.

Affricate.- A closure occurs in the mouth. Peter Roach said: “They begin as plosives and

end as fricatives”. Air pressure increases behind the closure, realeased more slowly than

plosives.

Fricative.- It is a sound articulated through a speech noise and when two vocal organs come

really close so that the movement of air is heard.

Nasal.- Is production is just by the scape of the air stream through the nasal passages. A

closure of lips or the tongue tip is made so the mouth passage is totally clocked.

Lateral.- The exit of the breath on both sides of the tongue is released. A partial closure is

made by the blade of the tongue against the alveolar ridge

Approximant.- It is quite hard to describe this utterance, since the phonemes /j/ and /w/ are

known either as semivowels or semi consonants. However, vocal organs come somehow

close to utter an audible friction.

The 8 phonemes which are out of the range of the alphabet

The phoneme consonant symbol /θ/ and /ð/ are both fricatives, the former stands for

think (voiceless) and the latter for that (voiced). However, /θ/ teachers can produce this

sound as if Spaniards pronounce ‘z’ in corazón, zapato. Whereas /ð/can produce this sound

like the‘d’ of dado, dedo. Here a list of words headed with these two phonemes.
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/θ/
Theory,  theoretical, with, throw, something, thigh, anything, faith, thin, birth,

Three, cloth, thirsty, thesis, truth, third, fourth, pathway, think, theme, etc.

/ð/
The, this, then, that, thus, leather, father, brother, either, neither, rather, feather,

Worthy, other, another, weather, without, these, their, there, than, clothes, etc.

The phoneme consonant symbol / tʃ / is affricate and /ʃ/ is fricative, both are voiceless

palato-alveolar. However, the former stands for ‘chico’ a phoneme whose grapheme is

included in the latin alphabet. /ʃ/ does not exist within the latin alphabet, however, it can be

produced as when people said someone to be quite “shhhh”.

/tʃ/ Nature, ritual, fatuous, obituary, mortuary, charcoal,

cellist, bastion, chalice, chancellor, chirp

/ʃ/ Chivalrous, machinery, assurance, shepherd, shibboleth,

ferocious, session, sharpen, reactionary, fissure, fascism

The phoneme consonant symbol /ʒ/ is fricative and/ dʒ / is affricate, both are voiced

palato-alveolar. The latter is within the latin alphabet, the former does not exist in the

alphabet not in people minds. This phoneme is quite hard to be produced since it is the least

frequently used of all the sounds of English. Imitation may be suggested.

Göran Kjellmer uses the term ‘bonding’ to refer the phenomenon that one phoneme so closely

related,  ‘bonded’ related to another (Kjellmer, 2010). This means that these two phonemes

are sometimes closely uttered

/ʒ/ Measure, prestige, leisure, jalousie, menagerie, osier

persuasion, television, garage, camouflage, menagerie, seizure
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/dʒ/ Average, suggest, grudge, exaggeration, jewels, midget

incorrigible, jeopardize, ingenuity, indulgence, surgery

The phoneme consonant symbol / ŋ / is fricative and/j/ is affricate, both are voiced

palato-alveolar. The latter is within the latin alphabet, the former does not exist in the

alphabet not in people minds. This phoneme is quite hard to be produced since it is the least

frequently used of all the sounds of English. Imitation may be suggested.

/ŋ/ Thanksgiving, ink, mangle, jingle, stringing, bringer

wringer, wrangle, Concord

/j/ Yiddish, humanity, canyon, European, capitulate, June,

you, onion, few, jewel, yam, queue, usual, few, etc.

Once teachers are aware of how these eight phonemes sound will have the chance

to feel more comfortable when pronouncing anything in English, no matter the accent they

decide to follow, as long as they do it in an intelligible way. Let us see what it is understood

by this term.

Amy stoller and Paula Hoza provides some interesting manner to produce some articulation,

just by using a straw. The step four has been selected to produce fricative consonants.

Step Four: Put a wooden kitchen matchstick across the middle of the open end of your

straw, leaving a little air passage on each side. (Figure 5a) Feel the air of your out-

breath fighting to get past the partial obstruction. If you don’t have a matchstick, try

putting your fingertip partly over the open and of the straw (Figure 5b) (Hoza, 2013)

Intelligibility.-

Intelligibility as being understood by a listener at a given time in a giving situation. As

a matter of fact, not many teachers have the chance to deal with native speakers or to be

exposed to the language; that is why they hesitate to go further than a basic conversation.

“In the 1970s, pronunciation teaching was considered a priority in second language (L2)

classrooms, and mastery on native-like pronunciation was widely deemed as the goal of

pronunciation teaching” (Chen, 2016)
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Reports of individuals’ feelings about the appropriateness of particular sounds,

studies of the ability of subjects to match foreign words with their English

equivalents, and reports of phonemes often found in words with a particular meaning

in one or several languages give no clue to the source of this appropriateness or even

evidence for its general existence (French, 2015)

If the speaker says a sentence and mispronounce one word, the neighbor words in

that statement will help the listener get the meaning across. Let us see this example: In the

English alphabet there are five /bawəls/ letters instead of /vawəls/ but twelve pure sounds

Many Ecuadorian teachers do not make difference when pronounce the graphemes

/v/ or /b/. We guess the mistake by reference of the context.

Intelligibility has to deal sometimes with people’s patience, It means that for native

speakers, it is okay to keep a conversation with a person who is not accurate at all, but the

conversation can easily held and last for a while. As long as communication keep on, there

is not a reason to stop the speaker and make him notice he made a mistake; neither in

pronunciation nor intonation. Native English speakers just want the conversation to go

through. If a user of the foreign language aims that goal. He will succeed.
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CONCLUSIONS

The International Phonetic Alphabet helps students of English, to recognize

phonemes or symbols to have a model to make sounds that give confidence to produce

either a voiced or voiceless depending the place of articulation of grapheme or digraph.

Emphasis has been placed on the recognition and use of eight phonemes whose

representation has little resemblance to the letters of the alphabet, so they are not easy to

discriminate and must be obligatorily learned to be recognized in monolingual the

dictionaries, which usually provide the real pronunciation  and not figurative.

It is explained in a simple way how each sound is produced, invoking common

words in Castilian to the relationship of the two languages.

It has also provided an alternative to the lack of precision and fluidity by the user

of the language, and intelligibility to speak; making effective communication with native

speakers of the foreign language is maintained.
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